Cforia.autonomy
Eliminate Silos of Data
A complete end-to-end order-to-cash platform.
Too many workﬂows across the order-to-cash process are performed manually, oﬀ
spreadsheets and notes or alt-tabbing between various screens, just to follow-up on one
account. The Cforia.autonomy platform automates the manual work and consolidates the data
from the moment an invoice is sent until payment is received, allowing A/R teams to prioritize
their work days and have full visibility into each of their accounts at all times.

K E Y F E AT U R E S

Invoicing & eBilling

Customer Self-Service

Get paid faster by setting up customizable rules that
send automated dunning letters to your customers
and allow them to quickly and easily make payments

Reduce the number of customer touches and improve
customer service by giving your customers the ability to
view, reprint, dispute, and pay their invoices online
through our secure online customer self-service portal.

https://cforia.com/products/online-payments-ebilling/
online.
Learn More..

Collections
Improve collector eﬃciency and reduce customer
touches by automating daily collections tasks such
as reminders, task lists, and customer
communication so that your team can focus on key

https://cforia.com/products/collections-management/
accounts. Learn More..

Cash Application
Cforia’s Machine Learning algorithms and Artiﬁcial
Intelligence capabilities the automation of matching
critical remittance, bank data, and open invoices from

https://cforia.com/products/cash-application/
multiple
sources, improving visibility. Learn More..

Analytics & Reporting

https://cforia.com/customer-self-service-portal/
Learn More..

Deductions & Disputes
Automatically assign deductions and disputes reason
codes to streamline the resolution and escalation
process and facilitate collaboration with team members.

https://cforia.com/products/deductions-management/
Learn
More..

Credit Application & Scoring
Eliminate manual processes and streamline credit
management workﬂows with one consolidated platform
that handles multiple, global credit applications and

https://cforia.com/products/credit-management/
unique
credit scoring models. Learn More..

With real-time data synced between your ERP and
Cforia’s platform you can easily and quickly run
reports on the data that matters most to your

https://cforia.com/products/mi2-report-writer/
business. Learn
More..
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Cforia helps us improve our clean receivable collections by driving out time
spent on routine calls. This in turn allows us to spend more itme with
disputes and deductions (dirty A/R) which require more direct interaction
and collaboration with other groups like sales and operations, and of
course the customer. The categorization of deductions by type is a huge
win for us as it provides peak visibility and reporting on all “dirty” items. We
used to spend a lot of time just organizing the A/R into clean and dirty
from our ERP systems. Cforia’s clean and dirty tracking ﬁnds and prioritizes
them for us.
Joe Yackanicz, Director Financial Shared Services | Dorman Products
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ABOUT CFORIA
Cforia Software Inc. is a global enterprise solutions provider,
delivering industry leading working capital and accounts
receivable (A/R) automation software. Over 250 enterprises
are managing $425 billion in A/R turnover with Cforia today.
Our 15 years of success have been driven by superior
technology integrated with proprietary real-time data
integration tools across complex and disparate ERP systems.
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